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ABSTRACT 

An antenna is described for use in a radar system designed to study reflections ol VHF electromagnetic 
waves from the sun. This antenna consists of two rectangular planar arrays which occupy the sameland 
surface and have dipole elements that are mutually perpendicular. The elements are excited by a com- 
bination of parallel and series feed networks. Each array produces a 0.75 by 12 fan-shaped beam whose 
direction is set by the adjustment of the phase of the element currents. So far. the beam has been con- 
fined to directions located in the north south plane which range from near broadside to 52.5 south from 
broadside. Good performance for these beam directions was obtained with only two settings of the 
element-matching network. 

The directivity patterns of one of these arrays were measured by flving a properly instrumented airplane 
in its Fresnel region and good agreement with theoretical predictions was obtained. 
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THE EL CAMPO SOLAR RADAR ANTENNA 

I. INTRODUCTION 
l 

Phe possibility of  radar observation*   oi the sun hat  been considered tor over a decade. 

Lincoln Laboratory has  recently  obtained satisfactory radar returns at its  remote site near LT 

Campo,    Pexas."    Tin   radar system consists of a -Oi-k.'.  C\\  transmitter,   a planar array of 

dipoles ana suitable ret eiving and di tecting equipment.     Phis  report desi ribes  the antenna design, 

its pei'formanee .1:.'.: some of u,'   salient diffic ulties • n< ounteri d during :'.-  installation and initial 

operating p< riods. 

\ study of - • vi ral antenna • onfigu rat ions,   togethi v .vith their i onstr i< tion and maintenam e 

costs,   1< d to the i on< lusion that  obsi rvations  1 ould bi si bi   madi   by allowing the sun •.■ 1 drift 

through thi   antenna beam.    Also,   system requirements  and < osl  1 onsidi rations fixi d thi   antenna 

gain at about  3 3 db.    With   iiüform illumination and an assumi d 1 ffii ii n< y oi  5 5 pi rci nt,   thi 

corresponding i>> am« idth produi t is about (9°)   .    In ordei  that the gain variation   luring thi   trans- 

mission period be small,   it is nec( ssary to make thi   \.-\\  (1 ast-wi st) beamwidth appreciably 

larger than :M   amount 1 : 1 arth r it at ion during thi*   pi 1 tod.     I h<   ti ans mis - ion period lasts  abo .' 

rotates 4°.    On thi   other hand,   a largi   value of thi   1  -\\  beam« idth implies  a small N-S (north- 

south) bi an.v. idth which n   [uires a long antenna,   and therefor 1   a larger feed network loss,     ["hesi 

characteristics resulti   I in thi     hoi   1   of a beam   1.7 5   ■   1 „   .vidi   at broadside.     -::.■<   thi   midday 

sun   leclination at the   site varies during the year,   between 5.5   and 5L.5   south,   thi   "fan-shaped" 

b( am must be   1 apabli   of bi ing si anni   : at li ast  over this  rangi .     In vii ■ ■  oi thi    lesired radiation 

properties,   an antenna Aas  1 hosen  /.:..   ;.  .vat   madi    ip of an array oi dipoli - 1  ■■• iti d by .-1 fi 1 d 

system,     ["his system     >uld bi   modified   ma   lay-to-day basis,   so that the beam axis ■:. ould 

point toward thi   avi rage positi m   if thi   -..:. during thi   time ;:  ,vould pass through the beam.    In 

order to uei ive maximum information,   signals   are re transmitted linearly polarized in a given 

direction and .vere received polarized in both thi   given and the orthogonal directions,     rwo array 

anti nnas, cross-polar 171 d .•.:•.:. respei I to one another,  are used for this purpose,     ["he first, 

referred to as the prim ipa] anti nna,   is usi d for transmitting and re( eiving signals polarized in 

the \'.-\\  direction,   and is desi ribed in Sei .11.     rhe second,   or the orthogonal,  antenna is used 

for receiving signals polarized in the N-S direction and is the subject of Sec. III. 

II. PRINCIPAL ARRAY ANTENNA 

The prin< ipal array antenna was designed to meet the following specifications: 
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(a) Aerial  view. (b1  Feed end. 

Fig.   1.     El Canpo array. 

Fig. 2.     Photogiaph of one element of the principal 
and the orthogonal arrays. 



Beamwidth of broadside beam 

Input power 

Input VSV\ It 

i tpe rating frequi ncy 

Polarization 

Can 

Beam direction 

i.:   • D.7T 

600 kv. 

i.20: 1.00 

58.25 Mi ps 

Linear,  parallel to the ground 
and oriented l.-U 

Maximum possible consistent with 
the i'tin r requirements 

Manually adjusted to any dire« tion 
located within a 120  cone ■ entered 

MI : lie zenit h direction 

in addition,   the radiation pattei ns should be free of a grating lobe for all the beam directions 

specified above.       Tin   most important i haracteri: tic of thi   antenna is its gain,   which should be 

maximizi d by a low-loi - f< cd ni twork and a uniform i xn itation of the i lements.     fo be consist- 

ent  :. ith costs,   the total attenuation of the   feed network  .vat  spei ified as  less than 2db. 

l'lic general d' sign of the prim ipal array antenna was i arried out by membi rs ol   Lincoln 

Laboratory.    Completion of the di sign and i onstrui tion of the arraj   .vas the  responsibility of 

Radiation Engineering Laboratory,  i Uavnard,   Massai husi tt: I. 

anmng  ri   juire- 

.;.-  a at..-:.' d by disi ios Lng 

A.    General Description 

In order to form thi    1.75   ■   1.:   broads idi   ; ■< am,    .   miiurmly illuminated a 

67.2  ■ 4.2  .vavelengths square (173U   •   108 fi . t I . -  required.     i :...-  fai tor and tl 

ment ne< < ssitati   ':.•    ise ot an array.     i he grating Lob<   spei .:.> at) 

thi   elements on a squan   Lattict     I. 534 3 A (1 3.7 5 feet) on thi   side.     A total of 1U24 elements was 

usi d ::. a 128-column  ■  8-row   matrix '1 ... l(a-b).     ■ :..   array it  mounti d ov< r a '• ■. • . ground and 

area is 3 5.6 db for thi   broads idi   beam.     Kach element is a center-fed near-half-wavi   dipoli 

mounted paralli    to gi   iund,   4-3   -1 i■ ■ *   ibovi   .■ '! ... .:',   and polarizi   I in thi   i -V.    Iir< ( tion. 

length and thi   .* :.^\;. • •: ■ :.■    Iipoli   an cl   is en that tin   feed point impedance is about   112 ohms. 

{ ri.:- parti< alar > hoii i   ot  mati :..:..  m I ,\ irk was'  . hosi :. for n asons  ••. hii :. v. ill bei .n .i   appai'ent 

impedance to a driving point -. .ii ..    if   tbout 30 ohms. 

rhi   transmitti r has two I -1   - ini h i oaxial U*ansmission line   output t< rminals from whii h 

520 i.v.  of avi ragi   powi r :.- availabli .     Phi   pi iw i r from i a< i. oi  thi si   lini s is dividi .: into :    . i 

i qual amounts to i x< ite the i ight  main fi edi r lii es ol thi   array. 

rhe feeder lines an   a uniqui    lesign iif ''' rough"   Lines;   they compris«   a center conductor 

v. i.ii ii is .i i ontinuation of thi   intu r i onduc tor of the 6-1   B im h transmission line and an outer 

i udn'.i tor similai   to an aluminum i haniu ..   or trough.     rhe use uf this typi   of line insti ad of 

standard i oaxial ti'ans miss ion lim .-  of i quivali nt > le( trii al i harai tei istii s ri dui i d th<   ! ost ol 

tin   antenna approximately 25 pi rcent. 

U each element (every 13-3  4 feet along thi   feeder lines) then   is a devic<   (coupler) » hii h 

i x'r.u ts some of the > m rgy from the nun. line,     fhesc i oupli rs are adjusted so that ea< h elernen 

radiates approximately the same amount of pow< r. 

* The solid angle covered by this specification is substantially larger than that required for sun studies only.    The 
desire to make the antenna suitable for other radio astronomy studies justifies the increase. 



Fig. 3. Solid angle over which the beam of the principal ana/ 
antenna can be scanned without the formation of a grating lobe 
(outside shaded areai. 

Fig. 4.     Geometry of trough line. 



In order to scan the beam,   the phase of the i urrent in ea( h element must be capable of being 

changed.    This phase is adjusted by inserting the proper tength of 50-ohm (RG-8/U) i able betweiMI 

thr couplers and the driving point of the elements.     l"he required < able Length is obtained by the 

combination of four cables with the lengths \,   .'.,   A    4,   A    8,   and A     16 {X   is the wavelength in 

the cable).    The phase of the exciting current of each element may thus be adjusted to within 

11. _i   of the desi red value. 

B.     Detailed Description 

1.   K Lement Spacing 

In order to n alize the array with a minimum number of elements,   the spacing between ele- 

ments must be as Large as fi asible without deteriorating the radiation pattern by the appearance 

of a grating Lobe.    This  requirement establishes the maximum spacing between elements for a 

given Lattice arrangement and for a given maximum s< an angle.    A square-lattice arrangement 

was chosen for the transmitting array.    A triangular Lattice would have been a better i hoice be- 

cause a reduction of about  1 5 percent of 111»   number of elements needed would have resulted. 

However,   tin- fact be< ame known to the authors too Late,    tor the square Lattii e,   the maximum 

STKUlilP   Ü i a na :.;.- is obtained from the relation 

d Ail-  sin O max ma:- (1) 

where G is the Largestsean angle,  measured from tin- array normal,    For <i 60°, d max ' max max 
u. 5 i 59 A.    A design value of 0.5343 A (1 ; feet  .' inches  at tlie design frequeni y) has been chosen. 

With this spacing,  the patti rn is free   of a grating Lobe for si an angli - at-  Large a-  60.67   in the 

two principal planes.    In other plan« s,   this property - xists for still .arm r s< an angles,   as shown 

in Fig. 5.    (In this figure,   radial distances are proportional to de< Lination angles,   and azimuth is 

measured from the south.)    Phi   si an angles for wLii« h a grating Lobe exists .i;<   loi ated in the 

shaded regions of the figure.    Thi   boundary bi tw< en tin   two regions is the Loi us of beam direc- 

tions for which a grating Lobe is formed in the plane oi  tluu array.     I In   amplitud«   oi this nab'- is 

very small because the elem< nts radiate very Little energy in,  or ne tr,   this plane. 

I,   Feed Network 

a.   t eeoer I .ines 

The 5^0-kw output of the transmitter is supplied in two 6-1   8 inch i oaxial lines.    Bach of 

these outputs is divided into four (-qua! part.- by three ry 1 power dividers whi< h consist of a 

standard 6-1   8 inch tee and a quarter-wavelength transformer to convert the 25-ohm impedam e 

level at the center of tin- tee to the 50-ohm i haracteristi(  impedance of the transmission line. 

Eight transitions connect the eight 6-i   8 inch coaxial Lines to the trough inns.    The geometry of 

the trough line is shown in Fig. 4.    Its i enter c ondu< tor is a i ontinuation of the center t ondu< tor 

of the 6-1/ 8 inch line [2.500-inch-diameter copper tubing).    The outer conductor is an air lad 

aluminum sheet bent in a channel,   or trough;  the < opper-center conductor was used to reduce the 

transmission line Loss.    The characteristic impedance of this particular Line is adjusted by the 

proper selection of the distance of tin- center conductor from the top of the trough.    The position 

indicated in Fig. 4,  with the center of the inner conductor £-3/8 inches from ihe top inside sur- 

face,   results in a 50-ohm characteristic impedance. 



! In   inner < ondu« tor l:   et uti ri'd sid« -to-sid<   by  . t< ante .:.. ulutoi     . pa« i d approximately 

■I fi el apart.     1' 1 u   top-to-bottom ratio :    maintain! d by attai hing the inner i ondui tor to u i onicul 

shaped insulatur which j    then fastened to strap:   aero:   ; the bottom uf thi   trough.     Phe smal 

ei i i mill itie     .vhi« I. i an    till 01 i ur i annul   iffi i I  th<   i harai t< risti«   impedani e sub  tantially. 

I \ < r\   1 i- I   1 fi i ' (al eai li uoupli r) thi   inn« r i ondui tor it  i hanged to a <2,6üü-inch OD i on- 

dui tor for a 4-in« b l< ngth.     I'hi:   pei-mit:   the  i. 5-im h inni i   i ondui tor to slip inside this   latter 

(\ ig. 5) and th«   two an   pull« d togi ther by a bus« -tyj>«   i lamp to insure good « ontai t.    This  ar- 

rangi mi in al; o pi run'.-   thi   disas: i mbly of i ai I- i oupl« r  individually.     I he outer i ondui tor at thi 

i oupler location i.-  a casting   i ini he    long. 
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Fig. 5.    Coupler section. 

With a trough-transmission line,   a small amount of power is radiated through the open side. 

If the « ombination of i ondui tor loss and radiated loss is equal to,   or less than,   the transmission 

loss of the standard 5-1, 8 inch coaxial transmission line,   «vhii h /.a.- considered to have satisfac- 

tory performanc e,   the trough line .'. ill also be satisfactory.    Sin« e the loss of S-l   8 inch line is 

0.0007db/foot at the operating frequency,   the usual methods of measuring insertion loss cannot 

be used.    Therefore,   an open-« ircuited half-wavelength se« turn of trough line and of 3-1, 8 inch 

coaxial line,  both of which had adjustable inner conductor lengths,   was constructed and the trans- 

mission loss was determined by the cavity-resonance method.     Resonance is obtained by changing 

either the length of the inner conductor   L  or the frequency f.    The attenuation constant  a  of the 

transmission line is related to the measured  i<>,   al resonance,  by the formula 

QA 
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v.!.1 : i   _\ I . or .'.;' i    tin   uhangi   in 1.    ur 1   ,   n    pec lively,   vhich n     ill    in a 3.0-db reduction in the 

responsi   of tin   cavity compared with tin    n    ponsi   obtained at resonance.     I'ln   quantity I-    i    the 

re sonant length and 1     .    tin    n    ouant frequency.      I'ln   mea    iremenl     von   carried out at   SU Mcps. 

['In    measured  Q for tin    i-i, H inch lim    ,va     1 .'•• ■>,   vherea     that of the trough lini    va     174 3,      I'ln 

loss of thi    latter is therefore approximately two-third    that of tin    (-1    ■» inch line.     Based on 

tin    '    results,   tin   •    timated lu       foi   tin    1750-foot trough lini   .     1.1 db at   JH. d5 Mcps, 

I' wo 17 SO -foot length    of the trougl   lim    von    in   tailed with the open sidi   ahout one fool 

above tin   ground.     \   series ol  electrh   il  meas   foments   va:   be;   in.     Vftcr   i  period ol   time,    ve 

observed that the insertion loss of tin    feeder line:   el   itiged from da;   to   lay,   and   tnder    ertain 

conditions il   vas   .     large   is ii   dh.     \'  :'. :■.-•   vi    is:   inn   I that the excess lost   va;   i   lused b\   in- 

sec t s (spide r s  and n   id   la   hers)  vh ich had in va de d t h e 1 ine and n   i di   ne st s.     I lo we ve r,   ch  mini 

out these nests   lid not substantial!      leer«   isi   tin     oss.    Furthermore,   the high los:    vas ini   is   n   I 

after a rain storm when tin      round was very wet.    To chock the effect of tin    vet ground,   tin    Q 

measurement was repeated wit]    tin     ipen sidi     if the resonant length of trough lim    resting on 

some mud.     [n this condition,   the loss increased I      oi n    11 quantity wh    h, eorresponded to 

a total attenuation of approxii     h    ,• 2 db for tin    1 '■'     -foot length.    When tin   trough line was posi- 

tion!   I slight]     ibovi   •: -   ground,   no   ncri   isi   in tin   loss  va:   not in   I. 

Next,   ■:.■   bottom ol   i 175   -foot Iongtl    if tin   trougl   lini >   iven   I wil mil   im foil; 

this reduced the me a    trod atteiiuati       to li        than 1.     ib.     -u    e the energy radiated from tin     ■: • ■:. 
side could ai     Hint foi a ven     mall pari     f the exci      tve I        ,   further expei'imenl     ve re con- 

ducted which indicated that the increase in ii    erti       - va     lue !     the gra       growing close to 

the trough ii in    .     1'ho gra -     initiated       UTI tin    irea immediately    mdor the trough 

line opening by ]    icii ■•...   .   :; •        vi      it.       .        liti      to this,    i gra    »-growth retarder was 

sprayed over the ent in      re a bei    .  tin     iitenna array.     I'ln    remaining ti    igh lines were installed 

in the s ami   manne i    mil tin   me a    ired attenuati .: : :    dmately l.d5db.    On i >o asion,   thi 

attenuation of a given line ha     .      reused I        . ; I    ■..:..'■;..    lb;   tin     .     probably due to moistun 

aci u mulati in on tin    voi   .     ip|    ri   . 

b.   C'ouj   ■ i 

Power from tin      erii      feeu lini      .      liverted to the branch lines by the capacitive couplers. 

['hi   amount of couj   inj   .      lotermini   ..    mi    ..     ithei   factoi    .   by tin   required distribution of pi >v. er 

among tin   i li mi nts.    L'ah   .. ition of tin       luplinj   •■ i! u   a:   a : im tion of i oupl< r loi ation along the 

im   ha    been carried   >ut foi        mil   I'm   listril   it ion of thi    power and is tin   subject of th<   next 

si i tion.    '.', hen thi   call   ilati   I    ouplin;   vaiui       in   approximati   '     tU.5db,   thi   realization of a 

feedei   Llm    reqiiiri      couplers of 10   hfferent coupling values. 

i :..   physical character!   '.    » of thi   couplers designed bj   Kadiation Kngincering are illustrated 

in Fig. 6,     \. cylindrical condense]   in series   vith tin   center conductor of the branch line controls 

coupling.    All couplers havi   the same dinn nsions,   except for the length of the condenser center 

electrode  vhich is adjusted to yield thi   required coupling.    Th<   1   16-inch electrode gap is main- 

tained by mi ans of a polyi thylene tubi .     ["hose i ouplers faili d to meet the power requirement 

1ld5 I'.:, i,   and broke di »w n al mui h s mallei   pi iw er li vels.    Fortunately this fault v. as cor ret ted 
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Fig. 6.    Coupler design. 

.vith only minoi modifications. I luv. ever, lI > modifn ttion di ay cd tin antenna's completion 

bccau.ii construction if tin tVcdci Lim ,\ it h tin lelVctivi coupler I lad already been comple ted 

.'.:.'..'!.'   coupler deficiency   •. .    found. 

[t is mtercsting Io n■ view       inn      1 t In    fa   I ,v hie I   le d t o 11 n   f ailu r e of t In   c ouple r s,   and to 

point out thi   mam featun      of tin    modifn   I vej    ion   .   together with their degrei   of success.     All 

eight feeder hm    .    vhicl    ised i      iplei        f tin     iriginal design (rig. 6),   were tested successfully 

.'..•:.  1 •.       i voll     l>< plied bet ween the innei    md    iutei       inductors of the trough lines.     I in .'.. \ i r 

.vhen HI    power v. a       pj>lie<l 1     ':•■       >f the feeder hrn     ,   breakdown occurred with an input pi iw i : 

less than 3u-kw   ..:.' .     urn    ponding !      i maximum potential differene<   aero       tin   condenser* 

of less than liUU volt.-   : ::.   .       I'ln   -     i   ' breakd   ,vi   pow ei   level is not known becausi   ' :.> .-1   tests 

,veri   carrled out by fli'inj   tin trail   ::..''':   into   inly two feeder lines,   aiid this transmi11er 

had no provisiuti for operation at j    .ver level     li        than JU kw    line.)     fin    .'. . :i    spread bei v. een 

•;.i   mea    .:■;■....■     f tin   IX i tin   1:1    tesl     .    mdicativi   that thi    \(    breakdown was brought 

tbout through tin   action ol    m    cerlooked physical |>henomeiion.      i :.:    phenomenon is believed to 

bi   ':.'   Low-i   irre nl   len   .';.    ..   chargi   that may taki   placi   under certain conditions at radio f re - 

queueles.     Becausi   of tin     ilternatinj   naturi   of tin   i   irrent,   this dischargi   does not requiri   a 

supply of electrons from the eli    trodi     (a    opposed to a DC discharge).    Consequently this dis - 

chargi   can exist even though a    olid d it'll    trii   is inter posed between thi   i . i > ' : iid< .-.   provided a 

suitabli   air gap is-   left in w hie I   tin   i .• i ': a   field exceeds t hi   air bre-akdi >w n poti ntial.     fin   heat 

gi :.i rated by thi    low-i   irrent density dischargi   may causi   progn       iv<      oftening and melting of 

the dielectrii   material,   or a progri    »ive carbonization of itt   surface,   both cases eventually 

.< ading to thi   formation oi  an an   I x ' .'. i i n ' i.i   i li i trodi s.     ["his I'M akdown mci hanism was likely 

to happen in the original couplei   di    .;;:..   air gap    exi   ted along Ihi   electric path lines at both the 

IM -'   and top nl '. In   i ,i[i,n i' i >r,   .iini i i mil i also havi   i xisted in tin   intervening n gion as a result of 

in.' rani e i ombinations.    li i an be \i rified that the electric field in '1.:.-  last  r< gion exceeds air 

ljn akdi iv n potential (about  40,000 volts, inch at  lit ) '.'.Inn tin   < oupler is subjei ti d in an input 



power oi  Ibkv,  only.     [""he breakdown potential al  thi   base,   AT hen   a    harp corner exists,   i 

i xceeded u ith i von lower input  power level   . 

I'  i    obvious that tin   usi   of a dieleetri«   tubular spacer,   instead of increa   ing the bn akdov. n 

potential (as is the cast   for DC),   contribute:   to its decrease at KF,   because the electrii   field in 

the remaining small ail- gap:   i:   raised by a factor nearly equal to th«   dielectrii   constant.    It is 

also obvious that one way to Lmprovi   the breakdown « harai teristii .   ot the i ouplei":   is to fill in 

all air gaps v. here th«   elect rii   field exceed    axr bi eakdow :i potential,   .vith a tlii L< 1 trii   o]  better 

breakdown characteristics,    ['his  .vas , 1   complished by means of a dielectric grease (Di 1«  < 'orning 

No   I )  .: ith the    mtieipated results       However,   this solution   .vas not suitable   for a long period 

of time,   sim e .1   s. ight  dis< o oration   ol  the grease   ,\ is   observed   ifter a   short   time.       ['his  be- 

havior,   coupled   with tin   diffb   iltii .-   experiem e :  .:. tryiiij   to eliminate all air poi kets  in the 

capai itors,   made  it ■.■■•< ssa ry to re ei '  thi     1 iirre   live method.     \nother so] it ion w hii h had par- 

tial success is indicati   I in  i ..    1       ['hi:    lesign is  characterized by larger 1 li ctrodi   spai ing and 

by the absenc«   of solid dielectric:   in most region:   of high electri<   field.     ['1    ts performed on 

seven couplers of differ« :.'  1 ouphnj  valut .-  showed their breakdown to oi • ur . omewhi re near 

i 50 k\\ (bet v. een tv\ o to fivi   times the maximum operating pov\ 1 r).    Ilowi vi r,   v. In n the required 

1 oupler  modifii at ions   .', 1 re im orporat« d .:. most of the feedi r-lini   1 o ipl« rs: (th< y  .vere in« or- 

remaining ones  ■'. as beb -v.  their 1    timated breakdi >■: n val u > an I high-pi < ■■■ vv t« stinj   oi tin   feed« r 

lines was resum« d,   an appre« iable n imber still failed al  powi rs bi low  the  maxim mi operating 

levels.    When th(   defectivi   couplers   .vere replaced,   it   .va    po     ibl«   to ope rat 1   the lines at full 

pow er and to us<   the systi m 101   ra lar obsi rvati <:.    oi thi      m,   I   11  fail in -   -'... 01 ■   irr« d in a 

sporadic   manner and result« d in the abortion of manj  • xpi riments.     ["he failures then 01 -   irn d 

at the top spacer oi the « apa« it or;   an : it   .vas  1 onj< - ' in d that,   in ord« r to obtain a pi rformance 

comparable to that of the test model   ,   close tolerance:   on tin   manufacture   and assembly of this 

spas er v. ere required principally on thi   amount    if pressun   exerted I <;.  the  sup] orting si : ev, .    It 

was also conjectured that  .vati 1     ondi :.. .:..    ■:. tin   to]    u   : ottom     11 fai 1 -     :  this  spai ei   . o ild 

have led to some of the failures.     fhesi   failures   ,ven   eliminati   I bj   replacing th«   defective 

spac« r by that illustrat«   : in 1 ig. i,   ,vhi   h  .vas   iuggi st< d iiy Dr. J. V.  Harrington.     ["he particular 

shape of this spa< er permits  it to b«   lo« at« d som«   dist mi 1   from thi   end of thi   1 1 nter 1 ie< trode 

(in a region of lov,  elect rii   field) and also n   luces  the possibility of a breakdi >\» n through  A'ater 

condensation.     ["he use oi nylon matei ial  : ir ti st   inits oi this spai er r« suited in failun s,   because 

the power absorbi d was  suffii ii :.' to 1 au  1   them to melt.     feflon was then used and good per- 

forman« e «A as obtained. 

J.  Coupling Coeffii ient Call ulation 

In order to optimize the anti nna gain,   an equal amount of power must be 1 oupled to eac h 

dipole.    Because the amount of power in a s« ries feed line dei reases with distance from its input 

by the amount of power radiated up to ti,;.- point,  it is nei essary to increase thi' coupling in the 

same proportion.    The n quired 1 oupling 1 an be ( al< ulated r« adily,   provided no reflected wave 

propagates in the line.    This is approximately the case for long feed lines terminated in a load 

absorbing about In percent or more of the input power.    In thi   present array,   no terminating 

load was used in order to further maximize the gain (the last dipole is the Load),    There arc re- 

flected waves of appreciable amplitude in the feed line,   particularly toward its end «where the 

coupling is large,  and the 1 ah ulation of i oupling 1 oeffi« ients then bei omes somewhat more 

complicated. 
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Fig. 9.     Equivalent circuit diagram of feeder lines. 
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Fig.   10.     Coupling coefficient measuring network. 
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The equivalent network of a series feed line with capacitively coupled loads is given in Fig, 9, 

and all impedances are normalized to the line characteristic impedance (50 ohms).    The values 

of capacitive reactances X    are calculated so that an equal amount of power is transferred to the 

dipoles,  which are assumed to have a real impedance of 5U ohms.    The calculation is carried out 

in the following manner. 

Beginning with the last element (load) across which a unit voltage is assumed to exist (and 

therefore from which a unit power is radiated),  the voltage across the preceding load is cal- 

culated.    The value of the coupling capacitor for this load is calculated such that a unit power is 

also radiated.    The reflection coefficient at this point is then calculated,  and from this the voltage 

across the next preceding load is calculated,   and so on. 

The following formula relates the voltages between two successive couplers 

V     .  = V   (1 i a) cJ° [1 + T    (1 - la) e"J,d0]/(l + r   )       , (2) 
n-1 n n ' n 

where 1'    is the complex reflection coefficient at element  n,   a   is the line attenuation constant 
n ' 

per section,   and O   -  2jrd/ A is the electrical length between successive couplers.    The reflection 

coefficient at coupler  n (including this coupler) is given by 

rn=(i-Yn)/(i + vn)     . (3) 

where 

and 

vn = (i-rn+1e-^e)/U + rn+1e-J2e) • 1 (l-jXn) (4) 

X„ = [|V   \Z- 1J1//2      . (5) n      L      n ' 

In practice,   the reactance of a coupler is measured by placing it in a line terminated by its 

characteristic impedance as shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 10.    The power P    coupled to 

a 50-ohm load at the output oi the coupler is then related to the forward power P    by the relation 

P /P.. = [X2 4  2.25] _1       . (6) 
iv    F     l   n ' 

The coupling value C    of a coupler is defined by 

Cn -  10 1og(Pn/PF) (7) 

C    = -10 log(X l + 2,25)       . (8) 
n •     n 

Substitution into Fq. (8) of the capacitive reactance X    found in Kq. (5) yields the required 

coupling values as a function of element number.    The operations represented by Kqs. (7) and (8) 

were programmed on an IBM-7090 computer for an attenuation constant a = 0.001270.    This 

attenuation constant corresponds to an insertion loss of 1.4 db for the full length of the feeder line 

(1750 feet).    The electrical spacing  G  between couplers was 192°. 

The calculated values of coupling as a function of coupler number are plotted in Fig. 11.    The 

small ripple on the curve results from periodic reflections at the couplers.    For comparison,   the 
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Fig. 12.    Calculated and measured power at outputs of a feeder 
line (row 3). 
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coupling values obtained under the assumption that no reflection exists in th„ line are also plotted 
in Fig. 11.    This coupling coefficient is given by 

Cn= a/[(l-a)n"N- 1 + a] - [1 - a(N - n)/,i]/(N -n + 1)      , (9) 

where C    is the ratio of the power coupled to element   n to the power in the line at element  n,   a 
is the fraction of power loss per section,   and  N  is the total number of elements in the line.    This 
approximation yields lower coupling values than the exact calculation. 

In practice,   it is necessary to reduce the number of different couplers required.    This has 
been done by making a 1-db-stcp approximation of the coupling curves.    The coupling design 
values thus obtained are indicated by dashes in Fig. 11.    These design values were derived from 
the approximate curve because the exact calculations were not available at the time that construc- 
tion of the principal array was started. 

4.   Power and Phase at Feeder Line Outputs 

The coupling values chosen for the design differed somewhat from the required exact values, 
and this resulted in a slightly non-uniform distribution of power.    Also,  by periodically loading 
the feeder lines with the capacitive couplers,  the wave velocity in these lines was reduced.    The 
phase of the wave at the coupler output is related to this velocity and to the phase shift that occurs 
across the coupling capacitor.    These two factors vary appreciably and non-uniformly along the 
line,   principally toward its end. 

The power and phase of the wave dissipated in 50-ohm loads at the feeder line terminals have 
been calculated for the design coupling values given in Fig. 11.    The power coupled to the loads 
as a function of element number is plotted in Fig. II.    On this graph the coupled power is in 
decibels with respect to the level at the input of the feeder lines.    The power coupled to the loads 
indicates a substantial increase toward the end of the line.    This is due to a poor approximation 
of the ideal coupling values.    Measured values of power coupled into 50-ohm loads are also shown 
on the graph. 

The principal effect of periodically loading the feeder lines with the couplers is to increase 
the phase of the wave at the output of the couplers as compared with that of the unloaded line. 
This phase increase is plotted in Fig. 13 with respect to the phase of the voltage that appears 
across the last element in the line.    It is observed that the increase is not linear,   but becomes 
progressively greater toward the end of the line.    This nonlinearity is corrected by appropriately 
changing the electrical path length in the branch lines.    If left uncorrected,   a reduction of gain 
of about 1.5db,  accompanied by a degradation of patterns, would result as shown in Sec. II-D. 

Phase measurement at the coupler outputs was indirectly carried out by measuring the phase 
differential between successive couplers.    The measured values of this quantity,  together with 
their calculated values,  are plotted in Fig. 14 for one of the feeder lines.    Essentially identical 

results were obtained from all feeder lines.    Both the power and phase measurements show 
variations appreciably larger than their calculated value.    The following factors may account for 
the observed discrepancies: 

(a)   The couplers of the principal array were modified to improve their 
breakdown characteristics which may have reduced their coupling by 
as much as 1 db. 
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Fig. 13.    Phase increase of loaded line as a function of coupler 
number as compared with unloaded line values. 
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Fig. 14.    Phase differential between successive couplers (row 3). 
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(b) The bullet connections of the principal array feed line were unsat- 
isfactory.    In various instances throughout measurements,   the center 
conductor of some of the lines was open-circuited to DC and the RF 
power dropped at some bullet connections by as much as 3 db,   cor- 
responding to a series capacitive reactance of about 100 ohms. 
Although these extreme cases were corrected,   no attempt was made 
to correct the lesser ones. 

(c) Reflections at the supports and spacers for the center conductor 
were neglected in the calculation. 

Furthermore,   small time variations of the phase and power at the output of the couplers were 

observed.    These variations are believed to be due to the expansion or contraction of the lines as 

a result of environmental changes. 

5. VSWH at Feeder Line Input 

The spacing between the couplers is equal to tin- element spacing (13.75 feet).    At the design   • 

frequency this corresponds to an electrical length of 1VZ.4",   a value sufficiently far from the 

resonant length to insure a low-input VSWK.    The calculated value of this parameter,  obtained 

as a by-product of the coupling and phase calculation,  is about 1.20:1.0.    Measured values of the 

main array feeder lines,  with 50-ohm loads in place of the dipoles,  yielded an average value of 

1.22:1.00.    When the antenna is operated in the normal manner,   the input VSWH is also dependent 

on scan angle.    This dependence is very slight,  however,  for all scan angles except at and near 

broadside.     At broadside,   the input VSWH of the feeder lines should be no greater than the VSWH 

in the branch lines,  or about 1.5:1.0. 

6. Protective Network 

In a large array subjected to high input powers,   a breakdown may occur in the feeder lines 

without any appreciable change of the power reflected to the transmitter output stages.    To pre- 

vent the damages caused by such a breakdown,   the feed network must include a device from which 

an indication of breakdown is obtained.    Such a device was realized by monitoring the DC flow- 

that results when a DC voltage is applied across the line.    Since the lines are open-circuited to 

DC,   only a leakage DC flows in normal operation,   and a breakdown is indicated by a current 

increase which can be used to turn off the transmitter. 

In order to simplify the task of finding the breakdown location,   all eight feeder lines were 

DC decoupled to permit the application of a separate DC voltage on each of them.    A DC block 

was installed in series with the center conductor,   at the input to each line,  by means of an open- 

circuited quarter-wave coaxial line built inside the center conductor.    A high RF impedance net- 

work was provided for the application of the DC voltage to the line.    This network consisted of 

a half-wavelength line connected in shunt with the main line and open at its far end.    The DC 

voltage was applied at the quarter-wave point (at a voltage node). 

The RF components of the protective network are shown in Fig. 15.    The measured decoupling 

between the RF and the DC inputs is somewhat greater than 70 db. 

7. The Array Element 

In order to realize the specified scan capability,   the array element must have a broad pat- 

tern centered on the zenith axis.    The half-wave dipole best meets this requirement, and is 

structurally simple and relatively inexpensive to build. 
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Since the principal characteristics of the radiation pattern of a large array are controlled 

principally by the array tactor,   significant modifications of the elements have little effect on it. 

For instance,   the length of the dipoles and their height above ground may be varied appreciably 

without any sizable effect on the antenna gain,  beamwidth,  or near side-lobe level.    Such varia- 

tions,  however,   produce appreciable changes in the dipole radiation impedance.    In the present 

design,   the length of the dipoles and their height above ground have been chosen to yield good 

impedance characteristics. 

The impedance of a given dipole in the array is quite different from its value in the absence 

of the other dipoles.    When placed in the array,  the dipole impedance is modified by a quantity 

which depends on its location in the array, on its orientation,   on the beam direction,  and on the 

element spacing.    However,   when sufficiently remote from the edges of the array,   the location 

factor has very little effect and all dipoles have nearly the same impedance independently of the 

array size.     In the present array,  the dipoles are oriented E-W (perpendicular to the row's 

direction) and,   except for the dipoles located on the perimeter,  their impedance may be approxi- 

mated by the large array value for most practical purposes.    The calculated impedance of the 

dipoles in the array is the subject of the next section. 

a.   Radiation Impedance of the Dipoles 

The impedance of a dipole embedded in the principal array has been calculated for practical 

values of dipole length and for a height above ground of 0.185X.    Impedance dependence upon scan 

angles was assumed to be that predicted by Edelberg and Oliner,   in a study based on a periodic 

structure approach.    This dependence,   for an array phased to generate a beam in a direction 

0  , ip  ,   and polarized perpendicular to the plane o - 0 (Fig. 16),  is 

z(e ,<p) = K(e , <p ) + jX(o , <p ) do) o     o o     o o     o 

with 

R(6  ,u>  ) = R(0,0) sin2 (kh cos 6  ) [cos2 O    + sin2 O    cos2 c   j/lcos O    sin2(kh)l        (11) 
o       O O    L O O ' oJ o ' 

X(6  , tp ) = X(0,0) - R(0,0)/tan(kh) + R(0, 0) (cos20    + sin2 O    cos2 if   ) 

XsinUkhcosG   )/[^cos6    sin2(kh)J      , (12) 

where R(0, 0) and X(0, 0) are the broadside radiation resistance and reactance, respectively,   h  is 

the dipoles' height above ground,   and k = 2.x/\.    The range of usefulness of this expression has 

not been studied,  but it is believed that it becomes inaccurate as the beam approaches directions 

for which a grating lobe exists. 

The impedance variation for scan angles located in the meridian plane is of principal interest 

because,  for most applications,   the beam is located in this plane.    This is obtained by making 

<p    = 0 in Eq. (10) and is 
o 

Z(6   , 0) = R(0,0) sin2 (kh cos 0  )/cos 6    sin2(kh) + j[X(0, 0) - R(0, 0)/tan(kh) 

+ R(0,0) sinUkh cos 9J/U COS9Q sin2(kh)]      . (13) 
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Fig. 17.    Feed point impedance of a dipole element inside the infinite 
array (dipole diameter = 1 . 75 inches). 

Fig. 18.    Feed point admittance normalized to 13.3 milliohms of a dipole 
element inside the infinite array (dipole diameter = 1. 75 inches). 
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The radiation resistance and reactance at broadside were taken to be that of the center dipole of 

a 3 x 3 uniform array.    To the authors' knowledge,  values of mutual impedances between near- 

resonant-finite cross-section dipoles have been published for parallel side-by-side dipoles only. 

For the staggered and collinear dipoles of the 3x3 array,   mutual impedances were approximated 

from their value for the infinitely thin resonant dipoles.    The resulting dipole base impedance as 

a function of scan angle is plotted on a Smith chart for three values of dipole length (Fig. 17). 

This plot is believed to be accurate within about ID percent. 

b.   Matching Network 

The previous feed-point (or base) impedance calculation applies to a dipole embedded in a 

large array in which all dipoles are excited by currents of equal amplitude,   or in which the 

amplitude variation from element to element is so small as to be considered constant.    In the 

present array,  this is not the case.     The amplitude of the current in the dipoles depends on the 

amount of power coupled from the feeder lines to the branch lines which,   in turn,   depends on the 

impedance at the couplers'  output,   looking toward the dipoles.    As the length of the branch lines 

varies from element to element to produce the required phase taper,  this impedance varies 

whenever reflected waves exist in the branch lines.     Inder this condition,   the dipoles are non- 

uniformly excited and then' impedance becomes a function of position in the array.     The calcula- 

tion of dipole impedances in the presence of mismatches 111 the branch lines is very complex and 

has not been attempted.     However,   measurements have shown that the impedance variation with 

scan angle is appreciably larger than that predicted on the basis of equal dipole currents (Fig. 17). 

For instance,   when the dipoles'  length is set at lib inches and a quarter-wavelength 75-ohm 

transformer is interposed between each dipole and the 50-ohm phasing cable,   a YSWK of about 

1.25 for a scan angle of 50° and only  1.8 fur T2.5   may be expected when equal currents flow in 

all dipoles.     However,   in tile actual array,   the relationship between the dipole currents is so 

altered by the mismatches that a  much larger change of  YSWK occurs.     The measurements 

described in a later section indicate that this change is so drastic in some cases that elements 

aro found which absorb power instead of radiating it. 

To prevent high element mismatches at any of the scan angles of operation,  each element 

was provided with a dual-parameter matching network.     This network consists of a quarter- 

wavelength 75-ohm transformer and a shorted stub shunted across the dipole feed point (see 

Fig. 2).    The length of this stub is variable and so is the dipole length.    The operation of this 

network may be understood by referring to Fig. 18,   where the data of Fig. 17 are replotted in 

terms of admittance normalized to 15.3 milliohms (Z    -  75 ohms).    In order for the impedance at 
o 

the transformer input to be 50 ohms,   the impedance appearing at the other end must be 112.5 ohms, 

or the admittance must be 0.66 when normalized to 13.i milliohms.    At any of the scan angles of 

interest,  the dipole length may be adjusted so that its normalized conductance will be 0.66.    By 

shunting a stub of proper inductive susceptance across the dipole feed point,   a perfect match is 

realized for this scan angle.    The shunt stub consists of a parallel line made of 1/2 x 1/2 inch 

angle aluminum spaced about 3.5 inches.    The measured characteristic impedance of the line is 

285 ohms.    The stub and dipole lengths required to provide a match for practical beam directions 

located in the meridian plane are plotted in Fig. 19. 
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c.  Effects of Mismatches In the Branch Lines 

The phase of the excitation current of each element is adjusted in the branch lines.    The 

electrical length of these lines is therefore a function of the required beam direction and of the 

element location of the array.    When scanning in the N-S plane,   the dependence on location is a 

function of the position in a row only.    This function varies in a sawtooth manner with a "phasing 

period" equal to the number of elements over which the phase increases by 360°.    When a reflected 

wave exists in the phasing cables,  the excitation of the dipoles is not uniform because of the vary- 

ing impedances reflected at the couplers.    The effect of mismatches in the branch line on pattern 

and gain can be estimated in the following way. 

The circuit representation of the branch lines is given in Fig. 20.    The current in dipole   n 

may be shown to be 

v    exp[— iO   1 
n      ^L    J   n1 '»'°^]K'4"--,!gHl 

zoz(1 - J-V {i + r
n exp l~jZ (°,r tan"lxn

)]) 
(14) 

where O    is the electrical length of the phasing cable to element  n,  v    is the voltage across the 

feeder line at coupler  n,   X    is the capacitive reactance of that coupler normalized to 50 ohms, 

Zn. is the phasing cable characteristic impedance (50 ohms),  Z„ , is the quarter-wave trans- 

former characteristic impedance (75 ohms),   B  is the stub induct] 

complex reflection coefficient at the driving point and is equal to 

former characteristic impedance (75 ohms),   B  is the stub inductive susceptance,   and I"    is the 

02 
Z^ (V   - jB) - 1 

01 
-Hr , (15) 

^(Y   -jB) + 1 
^01       n 

where Y    is the radiation admittance of dipole  n. 

For most of the line couplers X    » 1     and for all scan angles of interest,   B ~   7-„,/Z(.?. 

Furthermore,  the power reflected back from the branch lines into their feeder line may be 

neglected for most of the line length since the coupling value is small.    Under these conditions, 

the current in dipole  n is 

i n[l - jl* ] exp [-je ] 
ln       (l-rnexp[-j2en))       ' <"' 

where i    is the uniform current flowing in all dipoles when r    =0.    The complete solution for 
° " th i    involves the knowledge of the r   ,   which is a function of the feed-point impedance of the n 

dipole.    This impedance is a function of the mutual impedances with all other dipoles and could 

be approximated by taking account of the mutual effects from the nearest ones only.   Solution of 

this problem was not attempted,  since the mismatches were generally small and not too detri- 

mental,  as shown in the following analysis. 

Measurements of VSWR in the branch lines indicated that the amplitude of the reflection 

coefficient varies about a mean value with a period that corresponds to the "phasing" period.    No 

' X   i$ roughly proportional to y/\2S— n . 
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measurement of its phase has been made,  but this latter may also be assumed to vary periodically 

about some mean value,  and with the same period as the amplitude variation.    The effect of mis- 

matches in the phasing cables may then be approximated by replacing the complex reflection 

coefficient in Eq. (16) by its average value.    (The effects of variations of this coefficient on the 

radiation pattern and gain are thus assumed to be small and are neglected.)   The dipole currents 

then become 

io[l-jrjexp[-j0n] 

'n~    (1-r exp[-j26J) i» ?: *_..,' :r   . <i7> 
n' 

For small reflections this may be expanded to yield 

ln ' 'o[1 " J1'1 {ex|j[~ J°n] + F expl" j3°nJ + P* expl" i5&n]' ' ' ■'      ' (18) 

The dipole currents are a series of progressively delayed waves of complex amplitude proportional 

to 1, f, I"", f   , . . .    .    The pattern resulting from such an excitation is therefore the sum of a 

series of patterns of identical characteristics,  but of different amplitudes and beam directions. 

The array factor of these patterns is in the proportion 1, 11*|   , ' V !   ....   while their beam direc- 

tions are related to the phase differential between successive elements (G    — G      . ),   3(Q    - G     ,), r n        n-1 n        n-1 
5(0    — G       ),   etc.    This series of progressively delayed currents may be interpreted as the series 

of waves which results from multiple reflections between a mismatch dipole and the high imped- 

ance coupler.    The single delayed wave generates the desired beam and the multiple delayed ones 

generate spurious beams.    For the small mismatches occurring in the array,   only the first of 

these multiple delayed waves is of appreciable amplitude.    It will produce a spurious beam in a 

direction related to the principal beam direction as given in Fig. 21.    The peak of this spurious 

beam is related to that of the principal beam by the square of the average value of the reflection 

coefficient and by the relative directivity of the element pattern in the directions of the respective 

peaks.    In general,  the principal beam is separated from the spurious beam by many beamwidths, 

and will therefore produce little distortion of the principal beam.    The pattern measurements 

described in Sec. II-D indicate clearly the first spurious beam,  and its location and amplitude 

agree well with prediction. 

Although mismatches in the branch lines do not affect the principal beam shape,   they reduce 

the power radiated in its direction.    The gain reduction may be obtained by calculating the amount 

of power in the fundamental component of the dipole current.    This is found to be 

Po -    ' ■jf (l- |rp    , (19) 

where P    is the input power to the array and  N  is the total number of elements.    The power 

transmitted in the direction of the principal beam is decreased by an amount proportional to the 

square of the average value of the reflection coefficient. 

The power coupled to the dipoles,  when mismatch exists in the branch lines,  varies from 

element to element.    It is convenient,   in practice,   to measure the respective power of the for- 

ward and reverse waves in the branch lines by means of a directional coupler,   and to deduce 

VSWR from their ratio.    These powers are proportional to the square of the amplitude of the re- 

spective waves.    When the reflection coefficient is replaced by its average value,  the forward 

wave power is, for small values of this coefficient, 
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Fig. 21.    Direction of first spurious beam as a function 
of beam direction. 

F N [1 + z!r ! cos e (20) 

The electrical length 6    is proportional to the element number;   therefore,   the forward wave 

power,  as a function of element number,   is periodic and its period corresponds to the phasing 

period.    Measured values of this power do not vary exactly as predicted by Kq. (20) because the 

reflection coefficient is not constant from element to element. 

d.   Measured VSWR and Kelative Power of Forward Wave in Branch Lines 

The power coupled to the dipoles is uniform (to the accuracy of the design values) only when 

no mismatch exists in the branch lines. However, a mismatch does exist for some of or all the 

following reasons: 

(1) The same matching network is used for all the dipoles, even though 
the elements on the edges of the array have impedances appreciably 
different from that of the other elements. 

(2) The height of the dipole above the ground plane varies by ±6 inches. 
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(3)    The setting of the matching network is based on calculated values 
of dipole impedance,   which are approximate and in which the effects 
of dipole supports and of the feed-line structure have been neglected. 

The forward wave power and the VSWR in the branch lines were measured for a representative 

section of the array.    This section consisted of elements 27 to 36 of rows 1,  i,  5,  and 7.    The 

measurements were taken with the array phased to generate beams at different scan angles of 

0", 7.5",  15°,  22.5',  J0°,   37.5°, 45",  52.5°- all in the southern part of the meridian plane. 
These measurements were made to determine the angle range over which the beam could be 

scanned without detrimental effects when the matching network parameters were fixed.    The limit 

of scan is principally determined by the condition that the power level in the phasing cables should 

not exceed their peak carrying capacity.    Under uniform excitation,  each of these cables carries 

a power of about 400 watts.     When there is a standing wave in these cables,   the power level at 

the peak of the wave is 

P     .      = 4ÜÜ •    (\  +   ;L| )     - 400|VSWKf watts (21) 
p e a K l       1^1 

This peak power level exists only if the correct combinations of phasing cable length and reflec- 

tion coefficient phase occur at a given element.    The power-carrying capacity of the phasing 

cables (RG-8/U) is conservatively rated at 15UU watts at 40 Mcps.    This value has been exceeded 

slightly by allowing peak values of VSWR as high as 2.0:1.0 to exist. 

The VSWR measurements in the branch lines were obtained as follows.    The matching net- 

work parameters were first set to the calculated values (Fig. 19) for a scan angle of about 30" and 

the VSWR was measured over the representative array referred to above ( ' J X 8 array).''    These 

measurements were performed when the excitation current of the elements of only one part of 

the array was phased properly.    'Die size of the array chosen for this purpose was such that no 

change in measurement was observed by increasing it.    Only a few extra elements at both ends 

of the 10 x 8 array needed to be added.     Actually,   elements 25 to 38 were excited properly 

(14 x 8 array) and measurements made on elements 27 to 3b of the odd rows.    Kxcitation of the 

remaining elements produced a beam close to broadside for all measurements.    Fairly identical 

results were obtained on all rows.    Typical measurements obtained on row 5 are plotted in Fig. II 

for eight values of the scan angles.    It is seen that for scan angies down to 45",   the chosen dipole 

and stub lengths yield acceptable results.    At 4 5°,  the VSWR was larger than 2.0:1.0 on some 

elements.    At 52.5°,   it was so bad that some elements were actually found to absorb power instead 

of radiating it.    The matching network parameters were then changed to the set of values required 

to provide a match for a scan angle of 48° and the VSWH of the same elements as above again 

measured for scan angles of 45° and 52.5°.    The results for row 5 are given in Fig. 23.    Satisfac- 

tory results are obtained at the low scan angles with this setting. 

The array has been operated at full power over most declination angles in the range 7.5° south 

to 52.5° south in steps of 0.20°.    The matching network parameters of the elements were those of 

Fig. II for scan angles from 7.5° to 42° and those of Fig. 23 for scan angles from 42° to 52.5°.    No 

cable failures due to a high mismatch were experienced throughout these tests. 

* Because of some misunderstanding, the length of the shunt stub was set to a value larger than that referred to. 
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8.  Ground Piano 

The area in which the array is placed can,  in general,  be described as flat.    In the N-S 

direction,  it is sloped downward approximately two minutes to the south.    In the E-W direction, 

there is a downward slope of about 0.5" toward the east.    Neither one of these was enough to re- 

quire general re-leveling of the entire field.    However,   there were some discrete mounds and 

valleys which tiad been plowed into this field,   formerly used for rice growing,   and these had to 

be removed.    The original specifications required that the ground be level within ±3 inches.    After 

an attempt to do this,  when the condition of the ground varied from a sea of mud to concrete-like 

hardness,  the specifications were relaxed by reducing the tolerance to ±6 inches. 

To improve the ground reflectivity,   a conducting screen was laid over it which consisted of a 

galvanized mesh "chicken wire," hexagonal in shape with each side approximately two inches long. 

The screen was laid over the entire area and extended beyond the end of the edge elements for 

1Ü feet. 

C.    Calculated Directivity Patterns and Estimated Gains 

The radiation patterns of the array are studied by considering first the patterns of the 

uniformly excited array and second,   the modifications of these patterns caused by known devia- 

tions from a uniform excitation.     These deviations are: 

(1)   A superimposed amplitude ripple resulting from approximate design values 
of the couplers ami non-uniformities in the series feed lines. 

(Z)   A superimposed phase ripple of ±11.25" due to the quantization of the branch 
lines phase shifters. 

(3)   Mismatches in the branch lines which give rise to  a series of multiple 
delayed waves. 

The random variations due to manufacturing tolerances are very small in terms of a wavelength 

and their effects are not considered. 

1.   Radiation Patterns of the Uniformly Excited Array 

The far field of the uniformly excited array,  expressed in terms of its directivity D(6, w) - 

the ratio of the array field intensity in the direction O, <p to that of an isotropic radiator trans- 

mitting an equal amount of power— is nearly identical to 

D(9, tp) 
480 X,N , sin   kh  1   2  

K(e , ifi ) o      o 

sin (kh cos O) cos (-T sin 0 sin I/J) 

(1 — sin" O sin   <p) 
1/2 

sinkh 

sin(N  ut/<J) sin(N2uz/l) 12 

N. sin(u./2) N, sin(u,/2) U2) 

which is the directivity of a similar array of thin half-wave dipole elements.    (The effect,  on the 

element pattern,   of the presence of the other dipoles is neglected.) 

In Eq. (12.) R(0  , <p  ) is the radiation resistance of each array element in the presence of all 

other elements properly phased to scan the beam in a direction O  , <f>  ;  N. is the number of rows 

and N . is the number of elements per row.    The parameters u. and u. are,  respectively. 
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I* 
u. -   -r- d sinO sin if> 1 \i 

Y   ci sin U cos v  t a u , 

U3) 

U4) 

where d is the uniform spacing,  and a and ß arc the uniform phase increment measured along 

and across the rows,   respectively. 

The radiation pattern is more conveniently discussed by separating the element and the array 

factors from tiie directivity function.    The normalized element factor 

U5) 
sin   (kh cost)) cos   [-j  sine sine] 

> \ > 
sin  (kh) (1 - sin   O sin   <p) 

is plotted in Fig. ^4 for c      u",    }0°,   60 ,   and 90.     The normalized array factor 

sin   (N.u./£)    sin   (N.u,   I) 

N    sin   (u.   ~)     sin  (u ,. -) 

is a function with a peak value equal to 1 (\      \ . \ , tin- total number of elements) whenever 

u.  -   ~ d sine sin e>  ( ,i = U, tin, ±4-, . . . (Z7) 
1 A 

and 

U6) 

n . d sin 6 cos <p + Q    - 0, ±ln, ±4r, . . , (m 

simultaneously.    In general,   only a few  solutions of u    and u , yield real values of O, ip.    For the 

present array there are only two solutions,  one corresponding to the beam direction and the other 

to the grating lobe direction as discussed in Sec.II-B-1. 

To produce a beam in a direction O   , <p ,   the progressive linear phase shift along and per- 

pendicular to the rows must be 

8(deg) 

Fig. 24.    Radiation patterns of principal array element. 
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Fig. 25.    Array factor on cones coaxial to N-S axis for beam directions 
located in the meridian plane. 

(8   9c)c0!fio(deij) 

Fig. 26.    Array factor in meridian plane for beam directions located in 
this plane. 
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a = 2TT l± m. — d/A sinö    cos u>   I 1        1       ' o oJ 

ii = <Jir [± m . - d/A sin G    sin w   I 1        2 o        ro' 

(29) 

(30) 

respectively,  where m. and m . are any integers.    With these values of a and ß, the array factor 

becomes 

. N.tfd . N .7rd 
sin   —j  (sin 6 sin a> — sin O    sin w  ) sin   —;— (sin G cos to — sin G    cos w  )  A        _         o y o A ~ o o 

NI2    .   Z ird ,   .    _ _ .    .   <J 7TC1  .   .    „ _ v N    sin    -r-   sin G sin w — sin G    sin w  ) sin    -r- (sinG cos w — smQ    cos w  ) A ^ o o A ^ o *o 

(31) 

The behavior of the array factor when the beam axis is located in the meridian plane (tp    = 0) is 

of principal interest.    The array factor now becomes 

N 

sin   I—T—  sinG sin <p) 

.   l.nü     . . 
sin   (-T-  sinG sin </>) 

,N-,7Td 2 rz   \ in    t—r—l(sinG cos ip - sinG   ) 

sin" (■—-) (sin O cos <p — sin G  ) 
A O 

(32) 

and is the product of two functions.    It is best described by considering the behavior of one func- 

tion in directions for which the other is maximum.    The second of these functions is maximum for 

directions given by 

sin G cos ip - sin G (33) 

The locus of these directions is a cone of angle T — 2G    centered on the row axis.    The normal- & o 
ized power density on this locus is 

,N„;rd 
2/'i A sin   I—y— sin U 

..2     .   2,7rd ,. 
IV   sin   (-r- sin 4) 

[34) 

where  £   is the direction angle measured from the meridian plane.    This function is plotted in 

Fig. 25 for N.  = 8 and d/A = 0.5343.    For a beam directed toward zenith,   this function multiplied 

by the element factor is the array pattern in the E-W- plane. 

The first function of the array factor in Eq. (3 2) is maximum for 

sinG sin <p = 0      occurring when ip = 0 (35) 

(in the meridian plane).    The normalized power density in this plane is 

f sinN, T (sin G - sin G  )1 
I  L,     A                O 

N, sin^j- (sin G - sin G  ) 
L. A O 

(36) 

For small angles from the beam axis and for large values of N,,  Eq. (36) may be approximated to 

N,Jrd(6 - G  ) cosG   , 2 2 o o 

N,Jrd(G - G   ) cos G 2 o O 
(37) 

which is plotted in Fig. 26 as a function of (O - OQ) cos 6Q for N^ = 128 and d/A. = 0.5343.    Since 
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this function varies rapidly with angle whereas the element factor varies quite slowly,  the radia- 

tion pattern in the vicinity of the beam is very closely that of Fig. 26.    At larger angles away from 

the beam,  the element directivity must be taken into account and Fq. (36) must be used. 

The beamwidth in the meridian plane is readily found to be 

Beamwidth *    0,71° . (38) cos e i   ' 
o 

The accuracy of this expression decreases with scan angle,  but is still better than 0.3 percent 

at 60°. 

For a more complete discussion of the array factor of uniformly excited planar arrays,  the 
g 

reader is referred to Allen,   et al. 

a.   Calculation of Phasing Cable Lengths 

The required increment between the current phase of adjacent elements,  so that the beam is 

formed in a direction 9    in the meridian plane, is given by Kqs. (29) and (30),  with tp    =0 and 

m,  = m . = 0.    The result is 

2;rd 
a = £- sine and      ß - 0 (39) 

For practical reasons,   the corresponding cable incremental lengths have been calculated with 

respect to the last element of a row.    The phase difference between the exciting current of ele- 

ment  n  with respect to the last element is then required to be 

- (128- n)u = (128 - n)   ~ sin 9 . (40) 
A O 

This phase difference is made up of the phase difference between the voltages at the output of the 

last coupler and that at coupler n,   plus the phase shift that results from the length increment 

between the corresponding branch lines.    The first of these has been calculated in Sec. II-B-3 and 

is given by 

- (128- n)   ^— - 6 , (41) 
A n 

where 6    is given by the curve of Fig. 13,   and the second is *   .    Therefore, 

-(128-n)^-6    + *    = (128 - n)  ~ sin9 Ann A o 

or 

., ,„        -  2;rd  [1 + sine   ] + 6 . (42) ♦    = (128 - n)  -i— l oJ        n n A 

The approximated incremental lengths in terms of multiples of a one-sixteenth wavelength, 

m(A/16), is 

(128-n) ^ (1 + sine ) + 6 
m(\/16) =    *-^ e B      , (43) 

rounded off to the nearest integer and reduced by the multiples of a wavelength which it contains. 

The calculation of the cable lengths required in each branch line to direct the beam in any 

direction from 60° north to 60° south in steps of 0.2° has been performed with the help of the 7090 

computer. 
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b.   Peak Directivity 

The peak directivity of the uniformly excited array is obtained by making O = O and tp = <p 

in Kq. (11) and replacing the radiation resistance by its expression as obtained in Eq. (11). The 

result is 

480 N cos   [-rsinQ    sin tp   1 cos 0    sin   kh ,,,,-,      .  v  L 2 o o o .... 
D(Go' <po) = 2 2 2 2 2       ' (44) 

R(0, 0) [cos   O    + sin   0    cos   w   I [1 - sin   O    sin   <p  1 1 o o ^oJ L o ^oJ 

where R(0, 0) is the broadside radiation resistance of each element in a similar array of infinitely 

thin half-wavelength dipoles.    In the meridian plane of scan,  the peak directivity is 

.,,.,     „>      480 N sin"kh „ .... 
I)(0o'U) =    HÜTÖ)  cosGo      • (45) 

The accuracy of the angular dependence of this expression is directly linked to that of the radia- 

tion resistance expression used to derive it. The authors believe that it becomes inaccurate for 

scan angles approaching directions for which a grating lobe is formed. 

The broadside radiation resistance of each element of a similar array of infinitely thin half- 
9 

wave dipoles is well approximated by the value of the center element of a 7 x 9 array.     This value 

is about HOohms,  and when it is inserted in Eq. (45),   together with X = 1024 and h = 0.185A,  the 

directivity becomes 

D(0   , 0) =  3740 cos Ü , (46) o o 

or 35.7 db for the broadside beam. 

Wheeler      has shown that the peak directivity of a uniformly excited array,   with the elements 

spaced so that only one principal beam exists in the real domain,   is also given by the well-known 

formula for the peak directivity of a uniformly illuminated aperture 

D(0, 0) =  ^~       , (47) 

where A is the area aperture. When the array parameters are substituted in Eq. (47), the peak 

directivity of the broadside beam is 35.6 db, which corroborates well the theoretical prediction. 

For other beam directions located in the meridian plane, the peak directivity is, from Eqs. (45) 

and (47),  equal to that of the aperture projected in these directions. 

2.   Effects of Deviations from Uniform Excitation on Pattern and Directivity 

The principal effects of the deviations listed at the beginning of this section on the patterns 

and gain are: 

Non-Uniform Amplitude Distribution:—   The power coupled to each branch 
line varies as shown previously in Fig. 12.    A more-or-less sinusoidal ripple 
modulates the curve of coupled power as a function of element number.    The 
peak-to-peak amplitude of this ripple is about 1.2 db and its period is about 
11 elements.    Furthermore,  the last 20 percent of the elements of each row 
have a progressively increasing amount of power delivered to them,  and the 
power in the last element is about 6 db larger than the average value of the 
power coupled to each element. 

The effect of the ripple has been estimated by assuming it to be sinusoidal. 
The principal effect is to raise the level of two side lobes, one on each side 
of the beam and located near the eleventh side lobe,  to a value about 25 db 
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below the peak of the beam.    The level of these aide lobes is 6db higher 
than their level in the absence of the sinusoidal perturbation.    The excess 
power in these side lobes decreases the power in the main beam by about 
0.04 db.    The main effect of the excess power delivered to the end of the 
array is to reduce the gain by an estimated 0.1 db and to slightly increase 
the beamwidth (2 percent). 

Phase Hippie;—   The effect of quantizing the phase shifters is to perturb 
the required progressive phase distribution by superimposing a sawtooth 
ripple.    The amplitude of this ripple is 11. 5° peak to peak.    Its period is a 
function of the difference between the required phase increment and the 
quantized value and varies with the beam direction.    The principal effect 
of the phase ripple is,   like the amplitude ripple,   to raise the level of two 
side lobes one on each side of the beam.    The location of these side lobes 
and their amplitude is a function of scan angles.    For most scan angles, 
the level of tiiese side lobes is 20 db or more below the peak of the 
beam and the maximum gain reduction that may result is about 0.2 db. 

Mismatches in the Branch Lines:—   Figures 22 and 23 showed that the 
average VSVVH in the branched line is about 1.5:1.0.    This corresponds 
to a reflection coefficient of 0.2.    It was further shown in Sec.II-7-c that 
the effect of mismatches in the branch lines is to split the exciting current 
into a series of multiple delayed currents of progressively smaller amplitude 
which correspond to the multiple reflections between the coupler and the 
radiating element.    For small mismatches,   only the first multiple delayed 
wave is significant.    The delay of this wave is three times that of the fun- 
damental wave and the beam it generates is at least 14 db below the main 
beam.    The location of this beam is related to that of the principal beam,  as 
was shown in Fig. 21.    The power radiated in secondary beams reduces the 
power in the main beam by about 0.2 db. 

3.   Calculated Gain 

The antenna gam is equal to the peak directivity of the ideal array reduced by losses due to 

deviations from the ideal excitation,   or radiation losses,   and by those inherent to the feed system 

or conduction losses.    These losses are: 

Radiation Losses 

Non-uniform amplitude 0.14 db 

Phase ripple 0.20 

Mismatch in branch line 0.20 

Total radiation losses 0.54 

Conduction Losses 

In series feed line 

In phasing and matching cables 

In ground plane 

Total conduction losses 

Total losses 

The losses in the series feed lines were obtained from the computer calculations for the phase 

and power at the outputs of the feeder lines.    The loss in the phasing cables corresponds to a 

half-wavelength of RG-8/U (the average length of phasing cable) plus a quarter-wavelength of 

RG-ll/U. 

The ground losses were deduced from a set of measurements of the impedance of a dipole 

over a ground plane similar to that of the array.    The measured impedances differed from 
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theoretical values by a quantity which could be accounted for by assuming a reflection coefficient 
of about Ü.9,  which corresponded to an estimated loss of about O.Jdb. 

The peak directivity of the antenna was calculated to be 3 5.6db for the- broadside beam.    The 
gain for this beam is therefore 33.6 db.     The gain of the antenna is referred to its input point and 
therefore does not account for the losses that occur in the line connecting it to a transmitter or 
a receiver. 

D.    Radiation Pattern and Gain Measurements 

The radiation patterns and the gain of the principal array have been measured for several 
beam directions in the N-S plane.    These patterns were measured by flying an aircraft,  equipped 
with a 38.25-Mcps oscillator and a suitable broad-beam antenna,   at constant altitude in a S-N 
direction over the El Campo antenna site.    The aircraft was tracked by a modified AN/SCR-584 
radar,  and the power received by the array was recorded as a function of radar elevation ang'e. 
The gain measurements were carried out by rapidly switching the receiver from the array 
antenna to a reference dipole antenna. 

To measure the radiation patterns and gains with the accuracy corresponding to the usual 
far-field criterion, a flight altitude of 240,000 feet is required for the broadside beam. This 
requirement could not be met since the flying equipment available for the purpose permitted a 
maximum altitude of only 40,000 feet. The patterns and gains measured at this altitude differ 
appreciably from their far-field counterparts, but still provide a useful means of ascertaining 
the behavior of the antenna. The radiation patterns and gains expected at this altitude are dis- 
cussed in Sec. Il-D-1. 

1.   Radiation Patterns and Gains in the Frcsnel Region 

For the present purpose,   the radiation patterns and gain of the array can be identified as 
those of a uniformly illuminated aperture with a progressive phase variation in its N'-S direction. 
The directivity G(G, R) at a distance   R  from this aperture is given by 

§H±~T)   =X[C(v<,)-C(v1)]'J + X[S(v,)-S(v/       , (48) 

where  C  and S  are the Fresnel cosine and sine integrals,   respectively,   and 

1      , 2uX      ,. v1 = —— (-7- - l)     . 

u =   —5— (sin 9 - sin 9  )      , 
A o 

(2La cos29)/A 

L = aperture length in the N-S direction, 

9    = direction of peak of the beam, 
o r 

G(9 , °°) = far-field peak directivity 
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Fig. 27.    Radiation patterns in Fresnel region. 
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Fig. 28.   Ratio of measuring distance to far-field distance 
vs beam direction (altitude = 40,000 feet). 
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Graphs of this expression as a function of the variable u, with X as a parameter, are given 

in Fig. -7.    With large apertures that have small beamwidths, the parameter X  may be considered 

constant over a range of angles encompassing the beam and the first few side lobes.    The graphs 

are then fairly accurate representations of the patterns in the Fresnel region.    For a fixed flight 

altitude,  the measuring range increases with scan angles;  therefore, the ratio of the measuring 

range to far-field distance (X) also increases with scan angle.    The correspondence between the 

parameter  X  and the beam direction is expressed by the curve of Fig. 28 for a flight altitude of 

40,000 feet.     The Fresnel patterns are almost identical to their far-field counterparts for beam 

directions far off broadside.    As the beam direction approaches broadside,  the principal effects 

of measurements in tile Fresnel region are filling in of the nulls,  higher side lobes,   and larger 

beamwidths.    The largest effect occurs in the broadside beam and corresponds to a beamwidth 

broadening of about 23 percent and an increase of 9 db in the first side lobes. 

The peak directivity of the antenna in the  Fresnel region is obtained by making 0 = 0    in 

lap (48).    The decrease of peak directivity is plotted as a function of beam direction for a constant 

flight altitude of 40,000 feet in Fig.  ">.    Maximum reduction occurs for the broadside beam and is 

about 2.2 db.    At  32.3 — the lowest scan angle for which pattern measurements were made — the 

gain reduction is only O.idb. 

2.   Reference Antenna 

The reference antenna used for gam measurements was a near-resonant half-wave dipole 

mounted parallel to ground,   ami polarized in an K-W  direction.    The dipole cross section was 

1.75 inches,  its length 14U inches,   and it.^ height above ground the same as that of the array 

element (4 feet,   9 inches),    lor this set of parameters,   the dipole base impedance is real and 

approximately 50 ohms.    To improve the ground reflectivity,   wire mesh (chicken wire) was laid 

over an area 30 feet square,   centered under the dipole. 

The reference antenna radiation patterns are identical to those of the array element,   because 

both the reference ami element dipoles arc parallel and located the same distance above ground. 

These patterns have been reported in Fig. £4. 

'fhe peak directivity of the  reference dipole is equal  to 

480 K~ll - cosUL, A)]2 sin2Uirh, A) , ...  i , (49) 
K sin   (irL/ A) 

where   L.  is the reference dipole length,   h  is its height above ground,    K  is its radiation resist- 

ance in ohms,   and  K  is a nondimcnsional constant function of the dipole effective height which 

itself is a function of the dipole i ross section.    For the dipole parameters given,  the values of 
11 K  and   li  obtained from King       are,   respectively,   1.08 and 52.0 ohms.     Insertion of these values 

into Eq. (49), together with the values of the other parameters, yields a peak directivity of 6.72 

or 8.26 db. It is interesting to note that this is equal to the peak directivity of an infinitely thin 

half-wave dipole mounted the same height above ground. 

The gain of the reference antenna is obtained by reducing its peak directivity by the losses 

inherent in the antenna.    The principal source of losses occurs in the ground plane and was esti- 

mated from the data obtained by measuring the feed point impedance of dipoles of different lengths 

located above this ground plane.    Comparison of the measured values with theoretical values 

yielded an average ground reflection coefficient of about 0.9.    The corresponding ground loss is 

about 0.55db,  yielding a reference dipole gain of 7.7 db when fed with a lossless cable. 
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Fig. 29.    Gain reduction at measurement distance vs beam direction. 
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Fig. 30.    Outline of feed line in aircraft radome. 

Fig. 31.    Aircraft antenna pattern in pitch plane. 
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3. Airborne Antenna 

A 38.25-Mcps antenna,  polarized parallel to the pitch axis,  was installed in an aircraft.    The 
radiation pattern of this antenna in the pitch plane had to be as broad as possible.    These require- 
ments were met by exciting a cavity located under the fuselage and occupied by a radar antenna. 
The cavity, covered by a radome, is about U.1A deep and its perimeter is about 1A.    It was excited 
by running a feed line along the middle of the radome and parallel to the pitch axis of the plane 
(Fig. 30).    The feed line was fed from its middle point,  thereby providing an asymmetrical excita- 
tion of the orthogonal mode in the cavity;   hence,   no cross-polarized component was radiated in 
directions contained in the pitch plane.    In other directions,  there was a cross-polarized compo- 
nent of appreciable amplitude because of the large width of the cavity;   however,   since this com- 
ponent existed out of the measurement plane,   it did not affect the results.     The radiation resistance 
of this antenna was low,   resulting in an efficiency estimated to be on the order of a few percent. 

The pitch plane pattern of the antenna was measured by flying the aircraft in a S-N direction 
over the reference antenna described in the preceding section.    The received power is then pro- 
portional to the product of the aircraft and reference antenna directivities,   divided by the square 
of the distance between these two antennas.    The aircraft antenna pattern deduced from these 
measurements is shown in Fig. 31. 

4. Measurement Results 

The far-field radiation patterns presented in Fig. 32(a-e) were obtained from power measure- 
ments received as the aircraft flew in an approximate N'-S direction over the antenna site.    The 
actual flight path was in a direction slightly west of true north,   so that the aircraft could follow 
a radio beacon radial which crosses the peak of the beam in the meridian plane.    The direction of 
the radial was between 4° and 5° west of north,  depending on the beam elevation.    By flying this 
radial,  it was possible for the aircraft to pass repeatedly within a sector bounded by directions 
corresponding to about the —1-db points of the E-W radiation pattern.    The original plan called for 

a true N-S flight path,  with the ground tracking station keeping the aircraft on this path with ver- 
bal instructions.    On most passes,  the aircraft had a ground speed that approached 500 miles/hour. 
The SCR-584 radar was capable of manually tracking the aircraft at a maximum range of about 28 
miles when the radar was operating well.    The automatic tracking took over at a point 16.5 miles 
south of the antenna,  allowing a maximum of two minutes before the main beam of the N-S radia- 
tion pattern was reached and a minimum of 25 seconds,   depending on scan angle.    The corrections 
made during manual tracking were inaccurate;  those made during automatic tracking were too 
late.    Fortunately,  the radio beacon was available almost due north of the site.    This permitted 
the aircraft to make its approach from as far as 35 miles south of the site (limited by an ADIZ 
zone),  and to make necessary corrections by homing in on the required radial even before acquisi- 
tion by the tracking radar.    After acquisition,  the recorder was switched on,  and the received 
power was recorded as a function of aircraft elevation angle.    The azimuth angle of the plane as 
it crossed the peak of the beam was also noted.    The pattern was recorded over five to six passes 
for each direction of the array antenna beam.    Differences in the main beam and in the side-lobe 
levels were observed between the patterns measured on each of these passes,  probably because 
the path of the aircraft varied about ±3° when it crossed the peak of the beam.    However,  when 
identical passes were made, very good repeatability was obtained. 
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Figs. 32(a-e).    Radiation patterns in the N-S plane. 
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(c) Beam direction, 32°. 
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The received power as a function of aircraft elevation was converted to antenna patterns by 
removing the contributions of the aircraft antenna directivity and range variation.    This yielded 
Fresnel region patterns which were then converted to far-field patterns by applying a correction 
equal to the difference between the corresponding patterns of the ideal array.    The angular scale 
on the measured patterns bears a small parallax error amounting to about 1.68°.    This parallax 
results from the different location of the tracking radar and of the array center.    As mentioned 
above,   the measurement plane was not exactly the meridian plane,  but a vertical plane that made 
an angle of 4° to 5° with the meridian.    The differences between the patterns in these two planes 
are negligible for most of the recorded range of angles;  they are noticeable only for the far-out 
side lobes.    For instance,   as the angle in the measuring plane departs from the beam axis,   the 
aircraft moves out of the meridian plane.    Therefore,   side lobes are measured which are smaller 
than their value in the meridian plane.    The angle between the radius vector to the aircraft and 
the meridian plane reaches 6° when the departure from the beam axis in the measuring plane is 
about 4 5°.    At this angle from the beam axis in the meridian plane,  the side lobes should be about 
3 db larger than the corresponding measured ones. 

The measured patterns are in fairly good agreement with predictions.    In particular,  loca- 
tion of spurious beams and their levels agree well with the calculated values. 

The measured beam directions (aveiaged over all passes and corrected for parallax) deviate 
from their calculated values by a few tenths of a degree in the northern direction.    This deviation, 
plotted in Fig. 33,   increases with scan angle and could be accounted for by assuming a wave veloc- 
ity in the series feed lines which is about 0.4 percent smaller than its calculated value.    Results 
obtained from radio astronomy measurements and from sun radar experiments seem to confirm 
the pointing error. 

The measurement of the half-power beamwidths from the antenna pattern recordings was 
inaccurate.    The combination of radar tracking error and sticky synchro-gear trains resulted in 
large beamwidth variations of patterns recorded in nearly identical passes.    A system was devised 
which eliminated the tracking.    As the plane approached the peak of the beam,   the recorder  chart- 
drive input was switched from synchro to constant speed.    This provided a measure of the 3-db 
beamwidth vs time which could be translated to elevation angles,  since the chart rate and the 
aircraft speed and elevation as it crossed the beam were known.    Beamwidths measured in this 
manner are plotted in Fig. 34 as a function of scan angle.    For comparison,  the predicted values 
are also plotted.    The accuracy of the beamwidth measurements is about ±10 percent. 

Gain measurements were carried out by switching the receiver to the reference antenna for 
a moment,   after the passage of the aircraft through the beam.    The effects of a change in the 
aircraft attitude were thus minimized.    The measured gain as a function of scan angle is also 
plotted in Fig. 34, together with the predicted values.    Good agreement exists for scan angles 
from broadside to about 30°.    The measurements at 45° and 52.5° deviate appreciably from the theo- 
retical values.   One possible effect responsible for this behavior is the element mismatch.    It 
is noticed,  in the radiation patterns,  that the spurious beam which results from this mismatch is 
formed in a direction close to the main beam for the larger scan angle; therefore, the assumption 
made earlier that there is little interference between the two no longer holds. 

Section II-B-4 pointed out that neglect to correct the phase error, due to the nonuniform 
wave velocity in the series feed lines, would result in gain loss and pattern asymmetry.    This was 
ascertained by taking patterns without phase correction, and a typical pattern taken with the beam 
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scanned to 30° south is presented in Fig. 3 5.    Similar results wore obtained,  whatever the beam 

direction.   The gain reduction due to the phase error was estimated at about 1.5 db.    The antenna 

was used in this condition for about nine months as part of a system for measurement of radar 

reflections from the sun. 

III.   ORTHOGONAL ARRAY 

The design specifications for the orthogonal array were essentially the same as those of the 

principal array,  except that high-power handling capability was not required and larger feed losses 

could be tolerated since a gain somewhat smaller (about ^db) than that of the principal array was 

acceptable.    Also,   to reduce the cost of this array,   the specifications with respect to the scan 

angle at which a grating lobe is formed were relaxed to permit halving the number of elements 

needed.    The detailed design of this array and supervision of its construction was carried out by 

Lincoln Laboratory members. 

A. General Description 

The orthogonal array consists of 51Z elements perpendicular to the dipoles of the principal 

array.    Its over-all size is equal to that of the principal array.    The elements of this array are 

disposed in a triangular lattice;   in column one there is a dipole in rows 1, 3, 5, 7;   in column two 

there is a dipole in rows Z, 4, 6, 8.    All odd columns are the same as column one;   the even columns 

are the same as column I.    A single trough line,   running along row 5,   collects the signals received 

by the dipoles through a series of couplers separated 13-3/4 feet,   as in the feeder lines for the 

principal array.    A 4:1 power divider collects the signals from a column of dipoles and delivers 

them to the coupler in that column.    The couplers and power dividers are designed to provide 

uniform illumination for the orthogonal array.     The elements are similar to,  and are located 

immediately above,  the elements of the principal array.    There is no matching stub,   or trans- 

former,   and the dipole length is not adjustable.     Dipole length was chosen to yield good impedance 

characteristics over the operating range of beam positions. 

The orthogonal array is "phased" by inserting appropriate lengths of cables between the cou- 

plers and the input to the power dividers in a manner similar to that of the principal array. 

B. Detailed Description 

1.  Element Spacing 

The orthogonal array was built over the principal array to reduce its cost by making use of 

the same land surface and some of the same supports.    The number of elements required for this 

array was halved by doubling the spacing between the dipoles along the rows.    The appearance of 

a grating lobe at the lower scan angles of interest was not considered detrimental for this antenna. 

A triangular lattice arrangement was obtaitied by staggering the dipoles in every other row (Fig. 36). 

This array exhibits grating lobes for scan angles located in a region much larger than that of the 

principal array,  as is evidenced by comparing Fig. 37 to Fig. 3.    The range of scan angles charac- 

terized by the absence of a grating lobe is smallest in the azimuth plane <p = ±45°,  for which this 

lobe appears at a scan angle of 19° only.    In other planes the corresponding angle is larger;  it is 

maximum (36.3°) in the two principal planes.    The amplitude of the grating lobe with respect to the 

peak of the beam is determined by the element pattern which is discussed in Sec. III-C.    The locus 

of scan angles for which the grating lobe is 13 db below the main beam is plotted in Fig. 37 for 

this particular element pattern. 
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l.  Feeder Line 

The primary feeder line of the orthogonal array is also a trough line.    Its cross section is 

smaller than that of the principal array feeder line,   and both inner and outer conductors are made 

of aluminum.    The larger conductor loss that results is acceptable in view of the smaller gain 

requirement for the antenna.    The geometry of this line is shown in Fig. 38.    Its normally open 

side was closed with an aluminum cover at installation.    This cover may prevent some of the 

corrosion,   insect,  dampness,  and grass problems associated with the open trough line used in the 

principal array.    The section of the line which contains the coupler is IL inches long.    This length 

was chosen to permit the use of standard 12-foot lengths of aluminum tubing and sheet metal for 

the section of the line connecting successive couplers. 

The output of each coupler (total 128) is fed into a 4:1 power divider.    A schematic of this 

divider,   made of 50-ohm coaxial transmission line,   is shown in Fig. 39.    The lengths of lines 

designated outputs 1, 2, 3,  and 4 are unequal in order to direct the beam 3.35° to the west.    The 

feed point impedance of the dipoles depends on scan angle and upon their location inside the array. 

When fed with 50-ohm cables,  the average reflected wave at the feed point corresponds to a VSWH 

of about 1.5:1.0.    At the center of the first tee,  from each pair of dipoles,  the impedance is there- 

fore about 25ohms.    This impedance is transformed to about 100 ohms by a 50-ohm characteristic 

impedance transmission line which is an odd number of quarter-wavelengths long.    At the input 

tee,  the resulting input impedance is therefore about 50 ohms.    The cables which are used to ad- 

just the phase of the current are inserted at this point. 

The coupler design for the orthogonal array is shown in Fig. 40.    The capacitive coupling is 

varied by changing the length and the diameter of the center electrode.    This design is somewhat 

easier to assemble and less expensive than that used on the principal array.    Since this array is 

used for receiving only,   no power handling problem exists. 

3. Coupling Coefficient Calculation 

The attenuation of the orthogonal array trough line,   calculated from the estimated value of 

the principal array trough lines,  is 3.4 db.    When this value is inserted in the coupling coefficient 

computation program described in Sec.II-B-3,  the results expressed in Fig. 41 are obtained. 

Approximation of the required coupling values to ±0.5db yields the design values expressed by the 

dotted curve in this figure.    Couplers of seventeen different coupling values are required to real- 

ize this line. 

4. Power and Phase at Feeder Line Outputs 

The calculated power at the output of each coupler as a function of the coupler number is given 

in Fig. 42.    For comparison,  the measured values are also given.    The calculated and measured 

values of the phase differential between the phase of the voltage appearing at the output of a given 

coupler and the preceding one are plotted as a function of coupler number in Fig. 43.    The power 

and phase differential measurements show appreciably larger variations than expected.    A similar 

behavior was observed in the principal array feeder lines.    The factors that may account for the 

discrepancies,  however,  are not all the same for both feeder lines.    For the principal array feeder 

lines,  the salient factors were listed in Sec.II-B-4.    For the orthogonal array feeder line,  these 

factors are: 
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Fig. 41.    Coupl ing coefficient as a function of coupler 
number (orthogonal array). 
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Fig. 42.    Calculated (solid line) and measured (dashed 
line) power at feeder line outputs (orthogonal array). 
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Fig. 43.    Calculated and measured phase differential 
of orthogonal array feeder line. 
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Fig. 44.    Phase increase of loaded line as a function of coupler 
number as compared with unloaded line values. 
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(a) The open side of the 50-ohm trough line was covered to eliminate the 
troubles experienced with an open line.    This resulted in an estimated 
line characteristic impedance about 5 ohms less than the 50-ohm value 
used in the calculation. 

(b) The line attenuation constant used for the calculation corresponds to 
a 3.4-db attenuation loss for the unloaded line. A value of <J.4db was 
measured. 

(c) Reflections at the supports for the center conductor were neglected in 
the calculation. 

The phase of the voltage at the output of the couplers,  as a function of coupler location along 

the line, varies nonlinearly in a manner similar to that of the principal array feeder lines.    This 

phase is larger than its value in the absence of the couplers by a quantity which is plotted in Fig. 44 

as a function of coupler number.    The corresponding quantity for the principal array feeder lines, 

also plotted on this figure, is so close to the former that the wave velocity in the two types of lines 

may be assumed to be the same,   and therefore the same correction is required in their branch 

lines. 

It should be noted,   however,   that the phase differential measurements indicate mean values 

which lie close to the predicted ones for the principal array feeder lines (see Fig. 14),  but are 

about 1° larger for the orthogonal array feeder line (Fig. 43).    This behavior would indicate a wave 

velocity that is slower in the orthogonal array feeder line than in the principal array lines,   with 

the consequence that the cross-polarized array beam would be directed about 0.25° higher than that 

of the principal array when the two arrays are phased similarly.    However,   measurements of phase 

differentials for both arrays were not carried out with exactly the same measuring equipment,   and 

the relative accuracy between the two is not known to better than 1.0°.    More accurate measure- 

ments are therefore required to substantiate the previous conclusion. 

5. V5WK at Feeder Line Input 

The calculated input VSWR with 50-ohm loads in place of the elements is about 1.15:1.0.    With 

the elements connected to the feeder line,   the input VSWR should not change appreciably for all 

scan angles except at,  and close to,   broadside.    For a broadside beam,  the reflected wave from 

the mismatch of each element reaches the input in phase, causing a larger VSW'K.    The input VSWR 

should then be equal to the average value of that existing in the branch lines,   or about 1.5:1.0. 

6. Measured VSWR and Relative Power of Forward Wave in Branch Lines 

The radiation impedance of the dipoles of the orthogonal array is about 50 ohms.    Because of 

the larger spacing between elements of this array,   the variation of this impedance with scan angle 

is smaller than that of the principal array.    The length of the dipoles is such that a suitable match 

exists for the entire range of scan angles from 0° to 52.5° from broadside.    This length,   as found 

by trial and error,  is 134 inches.    The height above ground of the orthogonal dipoles is about 4 

inches more than that of the dipoles of the principal array.    The VSWR in the branch lines was 

measured over the section of the array between rows 42 to 51 inclusive.    This measurement was 

carried out for scan angles of 0°,   15°,  30°,  45°,  and 52.5°.    The currents in elements 36 to 56 were 

phased to point the beam in the required direction;   we considered this sufficient to insure opera- 

tion similar to that obtained when the entire array was excited to produce a beam in that direction. 

The results plotted in Fig. 45 are for the elements located in rows 4 and 5.    Measurements taken 

on the other rows yielded results similar to these two rows,  except for scan angles of 45° and 
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52.5" for which the average value of the VSWR for all eight rows is about 1.65,  a value somewhat 
smaller than that obtained for rows 4 and 5. 

BEAM 
DIRECTION 

0' 

ELEMENT    NUMBER 

Fig. 45. Relative power of forward wave (solid line) 
and VSWR (dashed line) in a few successive branch 
lines of orthogonal array. 

The relative power of the forward wave in the branch lines of this part of the array was also 
measured and is also plotted in Fig. 45. 

7.   Cross Coupling Between the Principal and Orthogonal Arrays 

Each dipole of the orthogonal array is mounted so that the cross-polarized dipole sharing the 
same post lies in its neutral plane.    This minimizes the coupling between these two dipoles. 
Furthermore,   coupling between cross-polarized dipoles located on different posts is very small 
for dipoles located well inside the array,   it is a little larger for the dipoles located on the edge 
rows.    This behavior is readily understood if one observes that the current induced by a dipole 
of the principal array is almost canceled by that of another dipole of the principal array which 
is symmetrically located with respect to the axis of the orthogonal dipole.    The degree of can- 
cellation depends upon the difference of the current amplitude in these two symmetrical dipoles. 

Measurement of cross coupling between the two antennas yielded a value of —70 db.    When this 
measurement was made,  the beam declination was 11° south.    It should be noted that the cross 
coupling depends on the scan angle and that it should be small for most scan angles, except for 
the broadside direction where it should be considerably higher because the element phasing is then 
suitable for reinforcement.    The cross coupling at this angle is expected to be on the order of —25 
to-30db. 
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C.    Calculated Directivity Patterns and Estimated Gain 

1. Directivity Patterns of Uniformly Excited Array 

Under the same provisions us fur the principal array, the directivity function for this array is 

I ,   IT 

D(e, ip) 
480 sin  (2irh cos u/A) cos   (-T sine cos v') 

M, M , K(()  , v'  ) (1 - sii/o cos^ v") 

4 sin 
,   MlVl .   M,v, v, - .iv 

sin    ~-j— cos" ( - 4    —J 

2 Z  V2 
sin v, sin      — 

(50) 

where d, is the spacing between rows,   d, is the spacing between elements in a row,   M. is the 

number of rows,   M   is the number of dipoles per row,  and 

;-d. 
(sin6 sine — sin Ü    sin 0   ) 

o o 
(51) 

(sinO cos ip — sine    co.- (52) 

For beam directions located in the meridian plane,  the directivity in the plane (<_;■ = c    = 0) is 

ird 

I)(0, U) 
480 M, sin   (inh cos (JA) cos   H  sine)   sin  M. -~ (sine- sine  ) 1 - c     K o 

M,K(U   ,U) cos"e 
. (53) 

4 sin   -TT^ (smo - sine ) i.K o 

The spacing between elements of a row of the orthogonal array is twice that of the principal array 

(d , - Id),   the number of dipoles per row is half (M ,      N ,   l),   and M,      N..    Substitution of these 

values in Eq.(53) yields 

D(0, 0) 
240 N.N , sin  (lith cos 6/ A) cos   ( -in O) 

K(C)   , U) cos"ü 
u 

sinN , -r   (sin 0 - sin o  ) 
 1 A   o_ 

S , sin —- (sin o - sin o ) 
i. A 0 

(54) 

The normalized array factor in the meridian plane (second factor) is identical to that of the 

principal array [Eq.(36)] but it is quite different in other planes.    For instance,   it was shown in 

preceding sections that the orthogonal array exhibits a first grating lobe for scan angles in the 

meridian plane larger than 36*,  whereas this behavior occurs for scan angles larger than 60° for 

the principal array.    However,  the first grating lobe uf the urthogonal array points in directions 

nearly perpendicular to the meridian plane,   and therefore does not modify the pattern in that 

plane. 

The element factor of the orthogonal array is almost identical to that of the principal array 

rotated 90°.    A slight difference should exist because they are located at slightly different heights 

above ground. 
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a. Calculation of Phasing Cable Length 

Figure 44 allowed that the calculated phase characteristics of the orthogonal array feeder 

line are very nearly the same as those of the principal array feeder lines.    Since the spacing 

between couplers In the two arrays is the same,   the lengths of the phasing cables as calculated 

for the principal array also apply to the orthogonal array.    However,  as mentioned earlier, 

measurements of the phase differentials between successive couplers for the two types of feeder 

lines indicated a slower wave velocity in the orthogonal type,   hence,the orthogonal array beam 

may point about 0.25° above that of the principal array.    Systematic errors may account for the 

difference of wave velocity in the two lines,   and more accurate measurements would be required 

to ascertain the relative position of the two cross-polarized beams. 

b. Peak Directivity of Orthogonal Array 

The peak directivity of the broadside beam of the orthogonal array antenna is obtained from 

Eq. (53) with O = 6        0.    The result is 
o 

48U  M   M , sin"U,-h  A) 
D(0,0M -   Vu,,,) . (55) 

The element broadside radiation resistance K(U,0) was approximated by replacing it by the radia- 

tion resistance of a half-wavelength infinitely-thin dipole surrounded by four similar,  equally fed, 

equispaced dipoles in echelon (5-element array).     These four echelon dipoles correspond to the 

four nearest dipoles surrounding an element inside the orthogonal array.     The radiation resist- 

ance thus obtained is about 53 ohms or about half that of the  principal array.     As the number 

of dipoles A1..M , in this array is also half the number in the principal array,  the gain is the same. 

This is no surprise since each array covers the sann1 area and there are no grating lobes when 

the beam points in the broadside direction. 

The peak directivity of the orthogonal antenna,   as a function of the scan angle,   depends upon 

the radiation resistance of its elements.     The element radiation resistance is an unknown function 

of this scan angle.    Calculation of the radiation impedance as a function of scan angle in the merid- 

ian plane for the 5-element array referred to above indicated only a slight variation of its resis- 

tive part.    Impedance measurements performed on a representative group of elements of the 

orthogonal array confirmed tins behavior.    With nearly constant element radiation resistance, 

the gain variation as a function of scan angle in the meridian plane becomes proportional to the 

element directivity in this plane.     This latter is given by the  L' - 90' curve in fig. 24. 

Z.   Effects of Deviations from Uniform Excitation on Directivity Patterns 

The orthogonal array excitation function differs from the ideal uniform function:    the principal 

deviations are nearly identical to those of the principal array,  except for the smaller amplitude 

ripple and the absence of an excess of power in the last part of the feeder line.    The effects on the 

directivity patterns caused by the phase ripple and the element mismatch,   therefore,  are the 

same as those for the principal array;   the effects of the amplitude ripple are too small to be of 

concern. 
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i.  Estimated Cjain 

The peak directivity of the broadside beam of the orthogonal array is equal to that of the 

principal array,  and therefore equal to 35.6 db.    The radiation losses resulting from nonuniform 

excitation are: 

Nonuniform amplitude O.OZdb 

Phase ripple U.ZU 

Mismatch in branch lines 0.Z0 

Total radiation losses 0.4<i 

The estimated conduction losses are: 

In the series feed line 1.60 

In the power dividers and phasing cables 0.90 
(about 75 feet of RG-8/U) 

In the ground plane O.iO 

Total conduction losses Z.80 

The total loss in the orthogonal array,   therefore,   amounts to about i.Zdb;   the loss incurred in 

the transmission line which joins the receiver to the antenna input is not included.    The broad- 

side gain of the orthogonal antenna array is 35.b - i.± =  3Z.4db when it is excited with a lossless 

transmission line. 

The radiation pattern and gam of the orthogonal antenna array have not been measured directly. 

However, results obtained in experiments on radar reflections from the sun suggest a performance 

close to predictions. 

IV.   CONCLUSION 

A  J8.25-Mcps antenna consisting of two orthogonally polarized planar arrays,  each with a 

gain larger than JO db,   has been constructed and is now operating satisfactorily as part of a solar 

radar system.    The Fresnel region directivity patterns of one of these arrays have been measured 

and good agreement with theoretical predictions has been obtained. 
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